Mechanisms of radiation-induced neoplastic transformation of human bronchial epithelial cells.
Carcinogenesis is a multistage process with sequences of genetic events that govern the phenotypic expression of a series of transformation steps that lead to the development of metastatic cancer. To better understand the mechanisms involved in human bronchial carcinogenesis induced by alpha particles from radon, we have developed a model of neoplastic transformation based on human papillomavirus-immortalized human bronchial epithelial (BEP2D) cells. Cells exposed to alpha particles become tumorigenic after progressing through a series of sequential stages including altered growth pattern, resistance to serum-induced terminal differentiation, agar-positive growth, tumorigenicity, and metastasis, with each step representing a necessary yet insufficient step toward the later, more malignant phase. Cell fusion studies indicated that the radiation-induced tumorigenic phenotype in BEP2D cells can be completely suppressed by fusion with nontumorigenic BEP2D cells. Several cellular differentiation and growth regulation genes such as DCC (deleted in colorectal cancer), CDKN1A (also known as p21(C1P1)) and the gene that encodes DNA-PK were frequently found to be modulated in tumorigenic BEP2D cells and may be related to the process of carcinogenesis.